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DeDe is a Delphi decompiler that can decrypt or recover all executable files with the main purpose to get the decompiled source code back. Because of its decompilation capabilities, it is able to decompile any executable, regardless of its company or who made the software. DeDe can do this because it is able to get the text from the PE header, the PIB
and the Program Database and call information. Although there are a lot of tools out there that can be used to recover the source code from an executable, DeDe strives to get the code back in a form of a readable text. If you find the text readable, you would be able to take advantage of it. DeDe can be used in a number of ways. There are options for
editing the decompiled code, viewing the recovered code, browsing the code, browsing the variables and even viewing the decompiled code as an image. Intuitives User Interface DeDe has an intuitive user interface that is both easy to navigate and efficient in its work. It is a Delphi based program and it features a typical Wizard interface. Getting the
source code back from an executable is not easy, and DeDe excels in getting the job done. The first thing you do with DeDe is go into the "What's New" page and click "Upgrade". This will install DeDe on your computer, and hopefully, you will enjoy this application as much as I did. DeDe Features: - Preserve the Delphi Class Libraries - Extract the
Module information from the Packed Application - Extract the Version Information from the Application - Extract the Static Information from the Application - Extract the Version and Build information from the Application - Extract the Deployment Information from the Application - Extract the Comment and references information - Extract the
dcu package name and signature information - Extract the library and binary information - Extract the Unpacked information - Extract the Static information - Export the archive as a zip file - Export the archive as a delphi project (.dfm) - Export the archive as a.pas file - Export the archive as a.dpr file - Export the archive as a.dcd file - Export the
archive as a.dof file - Export the archive as a.dip file - Convert the exported file to a new project - Export the dcu package as an excel template - Export the dcu package as an html template - Export the dcu
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As a professional application in the area of small applications development and reverse engineering, DeDe is the one tool that will allow you to deconstruct your Windows applications. This will allow you to analyze and improve the run time performance of your application. You will gain access to: - Free Delphi Compiled Unit (.DCU) parser - Free
Delphi Application (.APP) parser - Free Delphi Brochure (.BR) parser - Free Delphi Configuration Files (.DFM) parser - Free Delphi Header (.H) parser - Free Delphi Interfaced (.ID) parser - Free Delphi Library (.LIB) parser - Free Delphi Source (.S) parser - Free Delphi User Interface (.UI) parser - Free Delphi Utility (.UTI) parser - Free Delphi
Windows Help (.CHM) parser - A full local version of this program Note: This application is not licensed for resale. This is a free demonstration edition. System requirements: DeDe requires the Microsoft Windows OS. Author information: DeDe was written by Daniel Minier. License: This demo is freeware. It is not allowed to redistribute this
program in any other way without the written permission of the author. Enigmo is a small freeware program for the analysis of binary files, such as DLLs. This program can help you to understand the structure and search algorithms, where the resources are located, the version of the DLL in question, the name of the author, etc. Enigmo is based on
system resources such as the registry, file extensions and special folders. You can use it to search a specific file by its size, content, name, manufacturer, operating system, version, the date it was last modified, etc. It is also useful for finding resources that are no longer used, such as.pyd files, or other free applications, which, in some cases, find it more
productive to store their resources in other formats and share them as DLLs. As an analysis tool, you can find all locations of the resources in the given DLL and their sizes. Enigmo Description: The program allows you to work with files of various sizes (10 KB, 20 KB, 40 KB, etc). In order to download Enigmo for free, all you have to do is click the
link “Download Enigmo” in 09e8f5149f
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See exactly what decompilation of the executable file looks like View the type of data that is in the executable file Edit data structure when needed Capture all of your decompilation results Look at all of the source code, comments and references to methods, classes, components and strings Process almost all types of Delphi executables Generate Delphi
project folder Find out which object files are in the executable file Generate DSF files from Delphi Compiled Unit Generate Offset Info from Delphi Offset Info Generate RVA Converter from Reloc Virtual Address Identify whether or not the executable file is compressed or not Process the executable file efficiently Edit the DFM files easily View
methods, properties and variables from the decompiled file Build the Delphi project folder easily View class structures easily and recognize data types Download this utility on Softpedia Open Closed Decompiling executable files, no matter the programming language they have been compiled in, is a tedious job. DeDe (Delphi Decompiler) brags on
performing this particular task fast and neat. As no software can retrieve the source code 100% in both consistency and accuracy, any program that can get closer to that perfect score is, indeed, useful. While it can be used for some illegal activities implying decompilation of projects you don't actually own and use of them to generate income, DeDe is
really meant for the recovery of your lost source code, correction of errors, malicious code checking or the application migration to newer platforms. Code decompilation is based on reversed engineering that cannot create an automated perfect copy of the source because of the conversion operations that take place during the compilation process. Most
of the variable names used in the program are turned into addresses. What DeDe does is providing you with the DFM files (containing the details of the objects included in a form) that you can open and edit with Delphi. It also brings the published methods to the workbench alongside ASM (assembly language) code that features comments and
references to classes methods calls, imported function calls, components in the unit or strings. DeDe allows you to generate a Delphi project folder that comprises the retrieved DFM, PAS and DPR files. The simple interface of the application incorporates a various set of tools dedicated to help you get the most of your Delphi PE executable. You can
easily build DSF (DynamicSkinForm) files from your DCU (Delphi

What's New In?

Delphi Decompiler is a powerful decompiler software from Blue Byte Software, with the main objective of decompiling Delphi IDE (ASM) projects and files (.frm and.pas format) to the.dproj and.dpr project folder format. DeDe provides an easy-to-use interface to the quickest and most precise technique for decompiling Delphi projects, without
wasting time or resources. DeDe is an easy to install software which is on Windows and Compatible with Windows, and with each project, DeDe offers you a history of each decompiled file or project. DeDe is a cross-platform software which can be used to decompile any Delphi projects (.frm and.pas format). It can decompile projects created using
Delphi and when the software is run, it will decompile the project into.dproj and.dpr project folder files. Features: DeDe is a really quick decompiler that is very easy to use. You just have to choose any file for decompiling, and then you can follow the detailed information provided in the decompilation project folder. DeDe will be able to decompile
your Delphi projects if they are in the.frm and.pas format and you can also decompile projects created using Delphi and when the decompiler is run, it will decompile the project into.dproj and.dpr project folder files. Get the latest news on the latest software, tips and tricks, downloads and special offers. Running time will vary from one project to
another based on various factors, including: processor type, available memory, project size and more. To provide the quickest experience, the decompiling process can take as little as 10 seconds for a smaller project or as long as 10 minutes for a larger file. DeDe is an incredibly fast decompiler that is very easy to use. You can decompile any project,
choosing your.frm,.pas or.dproj file. As this program creates a full project folder, you can also decompile projects created using Delphi and when the decompiling process is run, it will decompile the project into.dproj and.dpr project folder files. DeDe is a cross-platform software that works on Windows, Linux and Macintosh environments. It allows
you to decompile any Delphi projects (.frm and.pas format) into the.dproj and.dpr project folder format.
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System Requirements For DeDe:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 1.6 GHz Dual Core processor or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 3 GB of free disk space Recommended: Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core processor or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Disk: 6 GB of free disk space Recommended for gaming: Processor: 2.4 GHz Quad Core processor or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
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